The Kervaire-Arf invariant is a Z/2 valued concordance invariant of knots and proper links. The ß invariant (or Sato's invariant) is a Z valued concordance invariant of two component links of linking number zero discovered by J. Levine and studied by Sato, Cochran, and Daniel Ruberman. Cochran has found a sequence of invariants {/?,} associated with a two component link of linking number zero where each ßi is a Z valued concordance invariant and ß0 = ß . In this paper we demonstrate a formula for the Arf invariant of a two component link L = X U Y of linking number zero in terms of the ß invariant of the link:
Introduction
The Kervaire-Arf invariant [KM, R] is a Z/2 valued concordance invariant of knots and proper links. The ß invariant (or Sato's invariant) is a Z valued concordance invariant of two component links of linking number zero discovered by Levine (unpublished) and studied by Sato [S] , Cochran [C] , and Daniel Ruberman. Cochran [C] has found a sequence of invariants {ßf associated with a two component link of linking number zero where each ßi is a Z valued concordance invariant and ß0 = ß . 23 Theorem 1 demonstrates a formula for the Arf invariant of a two component link L = X u 7 of linking number zero in terms of the ß invariant of the link:
Theorem 1. arf(X U Y) = arf(X) + arf(Y) + ß(X U Y) (mod2).
This leads to the result that the Arf invariant of a link of linking number zero is independent of the orientation of the link's components. In Theorem 2 we establish a formula for \ß\ in terms of the link's Alexander polynomial Theorem 2. \ß(L)\ = \fi(l, l)\.
Finally, in Theorem 3 we find a relationship between the invariants and linking numbers of lifts of X and 7 in a Z/2 cover of the compliment of XuY :
Theorem 3. -ilk(7°, 71) = ZjJq *'ßjiL) " 2(4)"~' M^, clN).
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We will begin by recalling a few definitions. Let V be a vector space of dimension 2« over Z/2 . Let tp: V x V -> Z/2 be a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form such that tp(a, a) = 0 for every a in V . The map q : V -* Z/2 is a quadratic form with respect to tp if and only if q(a + b) = q(a) + q(b) + tp(a, b) for every a, b in V. Definition 1.1. The set {ax, bx, ... , an, bf} is a symplectic basis of V with respect to tp if it is a basis of V and if tp(ai, bf = <$.. and tp(aj, af q>(bi, bf = 0. The above definition is independent of the choice of symplectic basis (see Arf [A] ).
Let K hea knot in S and M an oriented Seifert surface spanning K . Then HX(M ; Z/2) is a vector field over Z/2 of dimension 2«? where q = genus of M . We have a symmetric nonsingular bilinear form int2: //,(M ; Z/2) xHx(M; Z/2) -Z/2 defined by int2(a, b) = the mod2 intersection number of cycles a, b which represent a and b. Since M is orientable, intfa, a) = 0 for every a in Hx(M;Z/2).
From now on we will assume we have fixed an orientation of S . Since M and S are now oriented we can distinguish between the positive and negative normal directions to M .
Given a , an element of HX (M) , let «3 be a curve in M which represents a and a+ , a~ the push offs of a in the positive and negative normal directions to M. Define 82: HfM; Z/2) -» Z/2 by S2(a) = lk(a, a+) mod 2 the modulo License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use two linking number between a and af . We have ¿2iä + b) = à2(a) + S2(b) + int2(a, b) [KM] , so S2 is a quadratic form associated with int2. (5 ) given by (Mx C\My, v , w) .
Alternate definition to 1.5a (the ß or Sato invariant).
where lk(<2, b) is the linking number between a and b with respect to the chosen orientation of S .
Definitions 1.5 and 1.5a are obviously the same if Mx n M is connected. In Lemma 2.1 we show that if MXC\M has two or more components then Mx and Mv can be altered so that the altered surfaces intersect in a connected manifold. First we will find two oriented Seifert surfaces Mx , MY for X, Y respectively such that Mx n MY consists of only one circle. We cut Mx and MY along this circle and reglue to obtain an oriented Seifert surface M for L. Surface M will be used to compute arf(L). sections c, and c2 to band intersections by the following method of Cooper [Co] . Let a{, a2 be paths from dNY to points on c, and c2 respectively. Push NY in along a, and a2 so c, and c2 become band intersections (see Figure 2 .1). Let px and p2 be two points on the resulting band intersections. Let 7 be an arc in Nx from p, to p2 and oriented from px to p2 such that the intersection number of y with NY at p, is +1 and the intersection number of 7 with Nx at p2 is -1 (see Figure 2 .2(i)). Now attach a handle to Ny whose core coincides with y (see Figure 2 .2(h)). Our two band intersections have been transformed into two different band intersections. If we attach two handles to Nx whose cores coincide with the two arcs in dNY = Y which were pushed in along paths a, and a2 then the band intersections will become one circle intersection (see If Mxf)MY = 0 then L is a boundary link. From the methods of Robertello [R] it easily follows that arf(L) = arf(^T) + arf(7). Since the ß invariant for a boundary link is zero the formula holds in this case. Assume that Mx n MY = c. We can find symplectic bases :
{ç, dx, c2, d2,..., cg, dg), {ç,çfx,e2,f2, ... ,eh,fih} The extra 1 appears because dx and ¿x intersects at a point. 
(h). Cooper observed that
The quantity |/(1, 1)| is equal to \ax \ , where at is a Conway polynomial coefficient. In [C] the Conway polynomial coefficients are found to be related to Milnor's /«-invariants and to certain linking numbers. Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that we have oriented Seifert surfaces Nx and N'Y for X and 7 such that A^ n NY is a single circle. The circle intersection can be changed as in [Co] to two clasp intersections (see Curve ct has a neighborhood in My parametrized by c, x [-1, 1]. We will choose 7 in My to be equal to c, x -1 or c, x 1 . The two lifts of y will be contained in collar neighborhoods of dMY and dMY . Choose y so that y° , the lift of 7 in My , is contained in a neighborhood of c, in My , then yl , the lift of 7 in My will be contained in a neighborhood of c\ in My . We would like to compute lk(7 , 7 ). First note that since X is the unknot X. is homeomorphic to S so the linking number is well defined. In X-71 , 7 is homologous to c, -7 and 7 is homologous to c, -71 (see 
